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Abstract— Bloom filters (BFs) are widely used in many network
applications but the high computational cost limits the system
performance. In this paper, we introduce a low computational
cost Bloom filter named One-Hashing Bloom filter (OHBF) to
solve the problem. The OHBF requires only one base hash
function plus a few simple modulo operations to implement a
Bloom filter. While keeping nearly the same theoretical false
positive ratio as a Standard Bloom filter (SBF), the OHBF
significantly reduces the computational overhead of the hash
functions. We show that the practical false positive ratio of
an SBF implementation strongly relies on the selection of hash
functions, even if these hash functions are considered good.
In contrast, the practical false positive ratio of an OHBF
implementation is consistently close to its theoretical bound.
The stable false positive performance of the OHBF can be
precisely derived from a proved mathematical foundation. As the
OHBF has reduced computational overhead, it is ideal for high
throughput and low-latency applications. We use a case study to
show the advantages of the OHBF. In a BF-based FIB lookup
system, the lookup throughput of OHBF-based solution can
achieve twice as fast as the SBF-based solution.
Index Terms— Bloom filter, hash function, modulo operation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE recent trends of Software-defined Networking (SDN)
and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [1] increasingly demand implementing and deploying network functions
in software appliance such as commodity servers for flexibility
and cost efficiency. Hash Table is an indispensable and powerful tool to realize a wide range of network functions. Bloom
filter, as a memory efficient hashing scheme, has found its
applications in different layers of network stack [2]. Extensive research has been conducted to improve this classical
data structure in the past few years. Various novel network
applications are made possible by the use of Bloom filter and
its variants [3]–[5].
While the memory efficiency is a given benefit, the successful use of Bloom filter does come with a cost. A Bloom
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filter needs to use a relatively large number of hash functions (e.g., 35 as in [6]) and perform the same number of
memory accesses. For systems using multiple Bloom filters
(e.g., 32 Bloom filters are used in [3]), the required number
of hash functions can be prohibitively large. To achieve the
theoretical performance bound of a Bloom filter, these hash
functions need to be strong (i.e., presenting good randomness
and uniformity) and mutually independent. Unfortunately,
good hash functions (e.g., MD5 and SHA-1) are known to
be computation-intensive. While the memory access latency
can be hidden with the well established mechanisms such
as caching and banking, hash computations alone consume
a lot of CPU cycles and introduce excessive latency which
can become the system performance bottleneck. For example,
a moderate 10GE interface requires 15Mpps throughput. This
leaves less than 300 clock cycles for a state-of-the-art 4GHz
CPU to process a packet. This limited clock budget simply
cannot afford to compute a large number of independent and
strong hash functions. Therefore, it is a critical and essential
system requirement to reduce the cost of hash computation
while retaining the desired hashing properties. Although simple hash functions may be used to speed up the Bloom filter
query operations [7]–[9], we show that simple hash functions
can not pass the randomness and independence tests most
of the time, which causes a Bloom filter to significantly
deviate its false positive ratio from the theoretical bound. In
this paper, we address the hash computational cost issue by
introducing a novel algorithm that requires only one strong
hash function to realize a Bloom filter. To the best of our
knowledge, this is by far the most efficient approach with a
proved performance bound. The resulting data structure, called
One-Hashing Bloom Filter (OHBF), presents nearly the same
theoretical false positive ratio as a standard Bloom filter. Actually, we find that the practical false positive ratio of a standard
Bloom filter implementation strongly relies on the selection
of hash functions, even if these hash functions are considered
good. Our experiments show that OHBF outperforms many
existing practical Bloom filter implementations with more than
one strong hash function. To test the effectiveness of OHBF
in practical applications, we showcase a Bloom filter-based
FIB lookup system. In the system, the lookup throughput of
OHBF-based scheme is two times faster than the standard
Bloom filter-based scheme.
Strictly speaking, in OHBF, the hashing process still generates k hash values as if we have k independent hash
functions. The difference is, all the k hash values originate
from a single hash function plus a few simple modulo operations. It is proved that the generated k hash values are
pairwise independent. While the computational cost of a
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modulo operation is relatively fixed in modern CPUs, the computational cost of a hash function is proportional to the
element size [10]. As we replace hash function computation
with modulo computation in OHBF, the computational cost is
approximately reduced to 1/k. The gain is significant when the
element size is large. The tradeoff is that the OHBF consumes
more auxiliary memory and takes more time in Bloom filters’
construction process in order to reduce the hash computational
cost at runtime, i.e., in the element lookup process. Moreover,
in the construction process, OHBF uses some extra memory to
store a prime table, and implements more instructions than traditional Bloom filters to build a specified partitioned bit array.
While we leave finding an optimal partition algorithm as
future work, we extensively explore the design space covering
a wide range of realistic application scenarios. It shows our
algorithm, although simple, can satisfy all application requirements under different design constraints, such as memory size,
element set size, and target false positive ratio.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II surveys the related work. Section III details the
OHBF scheme and theoretical analysis. Section IV analyses
the performance of different practical Bloom filter implementations. Section V presents the experimental results for
performance comparison. Section VI shows a case study for a
Bloom filter-based FIB lookup system. Section VII concludes
the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Standard Bloom Filter and Its Variants
A Standard Bloom Filter (SBF) [11] uses a bit vector of
size m to represent a set S of n elements. All the bits in the
Bloom filter are initialized to zero. When an element x∈S is
added to the Bloom filter, we use k different hash functions
hi (x), 1≤i≤k to map the element to k integer numbers in the
range [0, m − 1]. Then the corresponding bits are set to be
one. We repeat the above process for each element in set S.
After all the elements are hashed to the Bloom filter bit vector,
the Bloom filter has been successfully established.
A membership query determines whether an element y
belongs to the set S or not. If all the k corresponding bits
/ S.
indexed by hi (y) are ones, then y ∈ S; otherwise, y ∈
But the answer to the querying process can be false positive.
Suppose that y ∈
/ S, but all the k hashed bits happen to be
ones. In this case the query falsely concludes that y ∈ S. The
false positive ratio for SBF is
k
k 

nk
fs = 1 − (1 − 1/m)nk ≈ 1 − e− m
(1)
The false positive ratio decreases as the size of the Bloom
filter, m, increases. It increases as more elements, n, are added.
By taking the derivative of fs with respect to k and equalizing
it to zero, we can get the optimal k which minimizes the false
positive ratio for the given values of m and n.
kopt = (m/n)ln2 ≈ 9m/13n

1) Dynamic Updates. While SBF only supports element
insertions, Counting Bloom Filters [12] substitute each bit
by a small counter to support element deletions. Obviously,
this method increases the memory space cost. Other similar
dynamic update extensions of Bloom filter can be found
in [13]–[17].
2) Counting. When an SBF answers that an element belongs
to the set, we do not know the concrete frequencies of this item
in this set. This problem is amended in [12] and [18]–[20] at
the cost of more memory space or hashing computation.
3) Scalability. An SBF only supports static membership
queries. In case the set cardinality is unknown prior to the
Bloom filter construction, the Bloom filter variants in [21]
and [22] can scale its capacity dynamically based on current
set cardinality.
4) Multiple-set. [23], [24] extend SBF to support
multiple-set membership test, which groups elements to
different sets. In addition to false positive, classification
failure happens with a probability. More recent related work
can be found in [16], which uses novel coding techniques.
5) Cache Efficiency. A Bloom filter uses k hash functions
and performs the same number of memory accesses. In the
worst case, k cache misses happen in one element query.
Blocked Bloom Filter [25] improves the cache efficiency by
cutting the Bloom filter into blocks, each of which fits into
one cache line. However, it increases the space cost. A similar
work can be found in [26].
6) Generalization. [27], [28] introduce false negatives to
Bloom filters. A tradeoff between false positives and false
negatives makes the applications more flexible. The Bloomier
filter [29] generalizes the SBF to support arbitrary function queries. Reference [30] generalizes the SBF to support
approximate state machines.
7) Substitution. Cuckoo filters, proposed in [31], have lower
space overhead than space-optimized Bloom filters when n is
large and the target false positive ratio is very low. Cuckoo
filter does not have the basic Bloom filter structure. It is a
substitution of Bloom filters in many cases.
Different from the above studies, our work in this paper
improves the Bloom filters from another aspect, i.e., reducing the hash function computational cost. Several previous
works have attempted to achieve this goal. Kirsh and Mitzenmacher use two base hash functions h1 (x) and h2 (x) to
construct additional hash functions in the form of gi (x) =
h1 (x)+ih2 (x) [32]. We call this scheme Less Hashing Bloom
Filter (LHBF). Since this technique cannot guarantee the independence of the synthetic hash functions,1 the false positive
ratio in practice could be much higher than the theoretical
expectation [8]. Song et al. [33] introduce a simple method
to produce k hash values using O(log k) seed hash functions.
However, the paper does not analyze the correlation of the
k hash values. In [34], Skjegstad and Maseng also use one
hash function to implement Bloom filters for set reconciliation
between two nodes. Studies in [12], [26], and [35] propose the

(2)

A Bloom filter can be optimized and enhanced in different
aspects:

1 An example to illustrate the correlation of the simulated hash functions is:
consider g2 (x) = h1 (x)+2h2 (x) and g4 (x) = h1 (x)+4h2 (x); apparently,
g2 (x) and g4 (x) have the same parity.
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method that produces k hash values with a single hash function
by dividing the generated hash bits into k hash segments.
However, this method has several limitations. For example,
the length of a Bloom filter needs to be a power of two,
required by the hash segment’s range. Meanwhile, the supported number of hash functions is not scalable, restricted by
the Bloom filter’s length and the hash segment’s bit length.
Our work is different with it mainly in two aspects. First,
our proposed OHBF is an alternative to SBF and generalized
for wider application scenarios. Second, due to strict independence of modulo operations, the OHBF has nearly the
same false positive probability as SBF with the same memory
constraint. More importantly, we formally analyze a hash value
generation process, and propose a Bloom filter construction
algorithm which results in nearly the same false positive ratio
as a standard Bloom filter.

Fig. 1. A schematic view of SBF with two elements (n = 2). k = 3 hash
functions are used in the hash stage. The output of hash functions will modulo
the Bloom filter size in the modulo stage.

B. Practical Hash Functions for Bloom Filter
A Bloom filter needs k uniform and independent hash
functions. If the hash function properties are compromised,
the actual false positive ratio can be much worse than the
theoretical analysis. The hash functions used for Bloom filters
mainly fall in three groups:
1) Cryptographic Hash Functions. Cryptographic hash functions have good randomness assurance, so they are the popular
choices for implementing Bloom filters. For example, MD5 is
used in Bloom filter implementations [9], [12]. However,
the complexity of MD5 is high. The cost of MD5 is proportional to key size. It requires 6.8 CPU cycles per byte on
average [10]. The cost on hashing long keys can be prohibitive
for some applications.
2) Non-cryptographic Hash Functions. Several relatively
simple hash functions, such as CRC32, FNV and BKDR,
are often used to implement Bloom filters [7]–[9]. Similarly,
the computational complexity of these hash functions is proportional to the key size. While these hash functions are less
computation-intensive than the cryptographic hash functions,
their randomness is not as good, which translates to higher
Bloom filter false positive ratios.
3) Universal Hash Functions. Hash functions can be
selected from a family of hash functions with a certain
mathematical property [36]. The Bloom filter implementations
with these hash functions can approach the ideal false positive
ratio [37]. Since the universal hash functions need to be “randomly” selected from a family, the practical implementation
still needs the aid of traditional hash functions (i.e., cryptographic and non-cryptographic hash functions). Therefore,
in the latter part of this paper, we do not consider universal
hash functions when implementing Bloom filters.
III. D ESIGN AND T HEORETICAL A NALYSIS
In this section, we will first divide the hashing process into
two stages for ease of discussion. Second, we will describe
the One-Hashing Bloom Filter (OHBF) design. Then we will
prove that hashings in the modulo stage of OHBF are mutually
independent, which mathematically guarantees the OHBF’s
performance. The false positive probability of OHBF will

Fig. 2. A schematic view of OHBF with two elements (n = 2). Only one
base hash function is used in the hash stage. The output of the base hash
function will modulo k = 3 partition sizes in the modulo stage.

be analyzed and formulated. At last, we will introduce an
algorithm to determine the size of partitions for OHBF.
A. Two Stages of Bloom Filter Hashing
In a Bloom filter, hash functions are used to compute the
filter entry index. The hashing process is essentially a mapping
from U → V, where U is the space of elements and V is
the space of the Bloom filter. The hashing process is often
conducted in two stages:
1) Hash Stage: U → M, mapping U to a machine word
M (e.g., 32-bit or 64-bit), using a hash function h(x).
2) Modulo Stage: M → V, mapping M to target V,
by modulo |V| (i.e., h(x) mod m). This is needed
because h(x) usually covers a larger space than the
Bloom filter size m.
Therefore, in our OHBF scheme, the hashing process
becomes U → M → V. People usually treat the hash mapping
as an integral process and do not distinguish these two stages
explicitly. Because in most cases, the modulo stage will always
modulo the Bloom filter size. But we show that the two stage
separation of hash function can be taken advantage of to
significantly simplify the Bloom filter implementation. In the
latter part of this paper, we use the notation h(x) to represent
the hash stage, and h(x) mod m to represent the modulo stage.
B. One-Hashing Bloom Filter Design
Figure 2 shows the structure of OHBF. Instead of treating
the entire filter memory as one bit vector as in SBF (shown
in Figure 1), OHBF divides the bit vector into k partitions,
where k is the number of hash functions in SBF. Note that
SBF first uses different hash functions to get k machine words
and then uses these machine words to modulo the Bloom
filter size m. Each result can address the entire filter space.
In contrast, OHBF first uses just one base hash function to get
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a machine word and then uses it to modulo each partition’s
size. Each result can only address one bit in the corresponding
partition. Different from the previous even partitioning methods, the partitions in OHBF are purposely made uneven. The
reason is explained in Section III-C. We use an example to
illustrate the mechanism of OHBF. Let mi , 1≤i≤k denotes the
ith partition size of OHBF. We have m = Σki=1 mi . Suppose
k = 3, m1 = 11, m2 = 13, and m3 = 15. When an element
e comes, we apply the base hash function h(·) and suppose
h(e) = 4201. As h(e) mod m1 = 10, h(e) mod m2 = 2, and
h(e) mod m3 = 1, the corresponding 10th, 2nd, and 1st bit
of each partition is set.
OHBF has a simple structure and is easy to be implemented.
OHBF uses extra modulo operations instead of traditional hash
functions in SBF. As CPU’s ALU has optimized modulo execution units, the modulo operation has smaller computational
cost than hash computing, which consumes considerable CPU
clock cycles per element. OHBF reduces the hash computational cost to nearly 1/k of SBF. However, to make OHBF
have the similar false positive probability with SBF, it has to
meet the following requirements:
• The partition algorithm needs to ensure the modulo
operation to generate independent values. This is proved
by theoretical analysis. With this property, we only need
to find one good base hash function. (Section III-C)
• The resulting false positive ratio of OHBF should be
close enough to the equivalent SBF. The false positive
ratio change due to partitions should be small enough.
(Section III-D)
• The sum of the partition sizes is close enough to the
filter memory constraint. As the final size probably has a
deviation from the target size, we expect the gap between
them is minor enough, without noticeably affecting the
target memory consumption. (Section III-E)
All these requirements can be satisfied by our scheme.
Actually, we expect the OHBF scheme to be a practical
substitute for SBF. All the parameters of OHBF should be
nearly the same as SBF. Thus, we could use OHBF, anywhere
Bloom filters are needed, to reduce the computational cost and
improve the system performance.
C. Proof of Hashing Independence in Modulo Stage
The uneven partitioning method in OHBF would produce
independent modulo results if partition sizes are pairwise
relatively prime. Let gi (x) = h(x) mod mi , 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
We claim that in the modulo stage of OHBF hashing,
g1 (x), g2 (x) . . . , gk (x) are pairwise independent if the size of
each partition satisfies:
(mi , mj ) = 1, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k

(3)

where (mi , mj ) means the greatest common divisor of two
integers mi and mj . Such mi and mj are also called relatively
prime.
Before we prove our claim, we need to prove two lemmas
first. To facilitate the proof, we borrow some notations from
Number Theory, as shown in Table I. The symbols a, b, q
represent non-negative integers.

TABLE I
N OTATIONS

Lemma 1: If two integers a, b ∈ [0, q − 1], where a = b,
(p, q) = 1, then ap ≡ bp mod q.
Proof: [Proof by Contradiction] Suppose that ap ≡
bp mod q. Let us assume a < b. Then q|(bp−ap), which means
q|(b − a)p. By definition (p, q) = 1, we can derive q|(b − a).
But this is impossible because 1 ≤ b − a < q. Therefore,
the supposition does not hold and the statement is true.

Lemma 2: Let Z denote a uniformly distributed
non-negative integer random variable over range [0, rpq − 1],
where r, p, q ∈ Z+ . Let X = (Z mod p) and Y = (Z mod q),
where (p, q) = 1. Then X , Y are mutually independent random
variables.
Proof: Obviously, X ∈ [0, p − 1], Y ∈ [0, q − 1]. Let us
assume X = a, a ∈ [0, p−1]. Then, by definition, Z = cp+a,
where c ∈ [0, rq − 1]. Let Za denote {Z|Z = cp + a, c ∈
[0, rq−1]}, Zad denote {Z|Z
r−1= cp+a, c ∈ [dq, dq+q−1], 0 ≤
d ≤ r − 1}. Then Za = d=0 Zad .
We first consider c ∈ [0, q − 1]. By Lemma 1, we know that
the q remainders Za0 mod q are not equal to each other. Note
that the q remainders range in [0, q − 1] and they are not equal
to each other, then we can say that Za0 mod q is uniformly
distributed in the range [0, q − 1].
Then we consider c ∈ [dq, dq + q − 1], 1 ≤ d ≤ r − 1.
Because (cp + a) ≡ ((c mod q)p + a) mod q, so the q
remainders Zad mod q are equal to Za0 mod q. Therefore,
Zad mod q are also uniformly distributed in the range [0, q−1].
Consequently, we can conclude that Za mod q are uniformly distributed in [0, q − 1]. That is, P r(Y = b|X = a) =
P r(Y = b) = 1/q, where a ∈ [0, p − 1], b ∈ [0, q − 1].
Similarly, we can obtain that P r(X = a|Y = b) = P r(X =
a) = 1/p. Successfully, we prove that X , Y are mutually
independent random variables.

Theorem 1: Suppose that the machine word output, M =
h(x), is uniformly distributed over [0, rm1 m2 . . .mk −1]. If the
partition sizes m1 , m2 , . . . , mk are pairwise relatively prime,
then g1 (x), g2 (x), . . . , gk (x) are pairwise mutually independent random variables.
Proof: Let us assume an arbitrary pair (i, j) which satisfies
that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. Let s = rm1 m2 . . .mk /mi mj , then we
know that M is uniformly distributed over [0, smi mj − 1].
Since (mi , mj ) = 1 by definition, we get that gi (x) and
gj (x) are mutually independent random variables by Lemma 2.
As (i, j) is selected arbitrarily, we can conclude that the modulo stage results g1 (x), g2 (x), . . . , gk (x) are pairwise mutually
independent random variables.

In Theorem 1, we assume that M covers a range which is
a multiple of the product m1 m2 . . .mk . However, in practice,
M usually covers the range a power of 2, i.e., |M| = 2L ,
where L is the machine word bit width. The result that
|M| modulo m1 m2 . . .mk may not be zero, which makes
Theorem 1 inapplicable. There exists a simple method to solve
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the problem. We can discard the redundant numbers
by restricting the range to [0, c], where c = |M| −
|M|%(m1 m2 . . . mk ). This implies that |M| > m1 m2 . . . mk .
If |M| is far greater than the product m1 m2 . . . mk , i.e.,
|M|  m1 m2 . . . mk , then the modulo part can be ignored in
practice.
We have proved that the outputs of the modulo stage are
mutually independent, on one condition that the partition sizes
are pairwise relatively prime. This result guarantees that we
eliminate the correlation of hash functions theoretically. With
this property, we only need to find one good base hash function
to implement OHBF.
If the partition sizes are not pairwise relatively prime,
the modulo results in the modulo stage would have some
degree of correlation. For example, assume the OHBF has
two partitions with length m1 = 2, m2 = 4, then we can
get g1 (x) = 0 when g2 (x) = 0 or 2, g1 (x) = 1 when
g2 (x) = 1 or 3. An extreme example is that when m1 =
m2 = · · · = mk , the OHBF would degrade to a Bloom filter
with effective length mi and only one effective hash function,
due to g1 (x) = g2 (x) = · · · = gk (x). Therefore, the correlation of hashing results in the modulo stage leads to memory
waste and will degrade the Bloom filter’s performance. In the
following sections, we assume the partition sizes are pairwise
relative prime if not specifically defined.

The false positive of OHBF is caused by two factors. The
first factor is the hashing collision in the hash stage, denoted as
event E. If the machine words collide, it will definitely cause
false positive. The second factor is the modulo collision in the
modulo stage. If the machine words from the hash stage do
not collide but all the modulo remainders happen to collide,
this will also cause false positive. Then the total false positive
probability is:
fo = P r(F ) = P r(F |E)P r(E) + P r(F |¬E)P r(¬E)
= P r(E) + P r(F |¬E)(1 − P r(E))

(4)

Suppose the machine word has L bits and Le effective
bits, where Le = log2 (2L − 2L %m1 m2 . . . mk ) according to
Theorem 1. A specific machine word will be selected with
probability 2L1e , and not be selected with probability 1 − 2L1e .
After n elements are inserted, the probability
that a specific

n
machine word has not been hashed is 1 − 2L1e , which
implies that the machine word collision probability is:

n
1
P r(E) = 1 − 1 − Le
(5)
2
The analysis of the second factor is similar to the machine
word collision analysis. We can conclude that the false positive
ratio caused by the second factor is:
k
i=1

(1 − (1 − 1/mi )n )

(6)

Typically the machine word range (e.g. 232 or 264 ) is far
greater than the size of Bloom filter, i.e., 2L  m. A collision
of machine word does not likely happen as long as the machine
word space is large enough, so P r(E) in practice is nearly 0.

k

P r(F ) ≈ P r(F |¬E) =

i=1

n

(1 − (1 − 1/mi ) )

(7)



n 
Because the function 1 − 1 − x1
with respect to x is a
monotonically decreasing function, we have
n k

n k

(1 − (1 − M1 ) ) ≤ fo ≤ (1 − (1 − M2 ) )

(8)

where M1 = maxi1{mi } and M2 = mini1{mi } .
Further, we can obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2: The false positive ratio of OHBF can be estimated by the following inequality,
fo ≤

1−

n

k

k

1−

≈

i=1

(1 − 1/mi )
k

k

k

k

i=1

e

n
−m

(9)

i

Proof: Making use of the well-known mathematical
property that the arithmetic mean is greater than or equal to
the geometric mean, we can derive:
fo =

D. False Positive Analysis

P r(F |¬E) =

Therefore, the false positive probability of OHBF is simplified
to be:

≤

k



i=1

1
k

n

(1 − (1 − 1/mi ) )
k


1
= 1−
k
≤

1−

=

1−

≈

1−

i=1

k
n
(1 − (1 − 1/mi ) )
k

n

i=1

k

k

k

(1 − 1/mi )

i=1

(1 − 1/mi )

i=1

k

k
i=1

n

n

k

k

k

k

(1 − 1/mi )
k

e

n
−m

i


similar
form
as
SBF’s
false
positive
probabilfo has the
k


 k

n
1 nk
≈ 1 − e− m/k . Note that
ity fs = 1 − 1 − m

n
n
k
−m
−m
k
i is the geometric mean of e
i . This suggests
i=1 e
that the partition sizes should be very close to each other. If the
distribution of mi is near m/k and m is large enough, fo will
be very close to fs .
Table II shows the theoretical false positive probability
comparison between SBF and OHBF. It can be seen that the
OHBF’s false positive ratio is very close to SBF’s. As OHBF’s
partition size must satisfy Equation 3, the total size of OHBF
may have a difference from the target filter size. If the
difference is minor enough, the OHBF mechanism still works.
Algorithm 1 described in the next subsection is used to divide
the partitions.
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Algorithm 1 Determine the Sizes of Partitions
Input: mp , k, pT able
Output: mf , partLen
1: scan pT able to find the prime closest to mp /k and
denote its index in pT able as pdex
2: sum ← 0; mf ← 0
3: for i ← pdex − k + 1 to pdex do
4:
sum ← sum + pT able[i]
5: end for
6: dif 1 ← mp − sum; j ← pdex + 1
7: sum ← sum + pT able[j] − pT able[j − k]
8: dif 2 ← mp − sum
9: while dif 2 < dif 1 do
10:
dif 1 ← dif 2; j ← j + 1
11:
sum ← sum + pT able[j] − pT able[j − k]
12:
dif 2 ← abs(sum − mp )
13: end while
14: for i ← 1 to k do
15:
partLen[i] ← pT able[j − k + i]
16:
mf ← mf + partLen[i]
17: end for
TABLE II
T HEORETICAL FALSE P OSITIVE P ROBABILITY
C OMPARISON B ETWEEN SBF AND OHBF

E. Determine the Sizes of Partitions
From the previous analysis, we have known that the partition
algorithm should meet the following two requirements:
• The sizes of partitions must satisfy (mi , mj ) = 1, 1 ≤
i < j ≤ k. Only by ensuring this, can we guarantee that
the outputs of the modulo stage in OHBF are mutually
independent.
• The sizes of partitions are close to each other with small
deviations. According to the false positive analysis of
OHBF, this has a direct impact to fo .
We provide a simple algorithm to satisfy these requirements:
just pick k consecutive primes as the size of the partitions.
We first build a prime table. The maximum prime in the table
can be determined by demand. Our experience shows that in
most cases it should be around m/k + δ, where δ < 300.
Note that taking consecutive primes as the partition sizes is
not necessary. We can find more simple partition method in
practice.
The sums of these consecutive primes are discrete. Given a
planned overall size mp for a Bloom filter, we usually cannot
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Fig. 3.

Standard deviation of the partition sizes when k = 32.

get k prime numbers to make their sum mf be exactly mp .
As long as the difference between mp and mf is small enough,
it neither causes any trouble for the software implementation
nor noticeably shifts the false positive ratio.
We refer to pT able as our prime table, and pT able[i] is
the ith prime number in pT able . The primes in pT able are
consecutive primes in ascending order. Refer k as the number
of hash functions in standard Bloom filter and refer partLen[i]
as the ith partition size. We determine the size of each partition
and the overall size by Algorithm 1.
Table III shows some partition examples using Algorithm 1.
|m −m |
It can be seen that the difference ( fmp p ) between the
planned size and the actual size is very small, and the size
of each partition is very close. We also scan the difference
between mp and mf when k = 32 and mp < 10, 000, 000,
the result shows that the biggest difference between them is
only 315. The standard deviation of OHBF partition sizes
when k = 32 is shown in Figure 3. These results illustrate
that our partition algorithm can meet all the OHBF design
requirements.
The partition sizes, as the metadata of OHBF, incur some
space cost, denoted as C. We can get:
k
m
(10)
log mi ≈ k log
C=
i=1
k
In general cases, the space cost of partition sizes is negligible,
compared to the Bloom filter space cost m. For example, as the
configurations in Table II, C = 12 when m = 10003, k = 3
and C = 100 when m = 10012, k = 10. Only if the space
cost of C is comparable to m, the false positive probability
of OHBF should be reconsidered.
IV. P RACTICAL B LOOM F ILTER A NALYSIS
An SBF needs k hash functions, an LHBF needs 2 hash
functions, and an OHBF needs just one hash function. Through
the theoretical analysis of OHBF, people may get the impression that we reduce the number of hash functions at the cost
of higher false positive ratio. However, in practice, OHBF is
most likely to present lower false positive ratio than SBF and
LHBF. This can be explained by the fact that the practical hash
functions are far worse than truly random hash functions.
All the Bloom filter analysis is based on two main assumptions on the hash functions: 1) randomness, all the hash
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TABLE III
E XAMPLES OF PARTITIONS U SING A LGORITHM 1

functions used in Bloom filters map data elements uniformly
to the range, and 2) independence, all the hash functions used
in Bloom filters map data elements to the range independently.
In this section, we test some representative practical hash
functions on their randomness and independence. The chisquared test, a well-known method in hypothesis testing, will
be used. The details of chi-squared test can be found in [38].
Next, we will model the randomness test and independence
test to their corresponding chi-squared test.

TABLE IV
C OLLECTED H ASH F UNCTIONS (R EFERENCES [39]) AND T HEIR N UMBER

A. Randomness Test of Single Hash Function
The hash functions used in Bloom filters will first map
an element to a machine word of L bits. If we directly
evaluate whether the hash value is uniform distribution or not,
the sample space size will be 2L . The huge size sample
space will make the evaluation process complex. Alternatively,
to simplify the problem, we convert the hash value’s uniform
distribution test into the hash value bits sum’s binomial distribution test.
If a hash function is truly random, then each bit of the
hash value X should follow 0-1 distribution, i.e., P r(xi = 0)
= 1/2, P r(x
i = 1) = 1/2, 1 ≤ i ≤ L. And the sum of all
L
bits, HX = i=1 xi , should follow binomial distribution. The
probability distribution of HX is:
C(L, i)
, 0≤i≤L
(11)
2i
So the null hypothesis in this hypothesis test is:
H0: The sum of hash value bits, HX , follows a binomial
distribution, P r(HX = i) = C(L,i)
2i
The test statistic SX in the randomness test is:
2
L 
O(hiX ) − E(hiX )
(12)
SX =
E(hiX )
i=0
P r(HX = i) =

where O(hiX ) is the observed frequency when HX = i,
E(hiX ) is the expected frequency when HX = i.
As the binomial distribution has L+1 values, the degrees of
freedom of χ2 distribution are L. Hence, the rejection region
in randomness test is:
SX ≥ χ2α,L

(13)

B. Independence Test Between Different Hash Functions
Now we test the independence between two hash functions.
We call every two hash functions a hash function pair.
Similar to the last subsection, we convert the independence
test into the binomial goodness-of-fit test. If a pair of hash

functions are independent, then the corresponding hash values
X and Y would be independent. Therefore, the exclusiveor operation result, Z = X ⊕ Y , would be a uniformly
distributed variable. So each bit of Z would be 0-1 distribution
with P r(zi = 0) = 1/2, P r(zi = 1) = 1/2, where
Lzi =
xi ⊕ yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ L. The sum of each bit of Z, HZ = i=1 zi ,
would follow the binomial distribution.
C(L, i)
, 0≤i≤L
(14)
P r(HZ = i) =
2i
So the null hypothesis in this independence test is:
H0: The sum of all bits of Z, HZ , follows a binomial
distribution, P r(HZ = i) = C(L,i)
2i
The test statistic SZ in the independence test is:
2
L 
O(hiZ ) − E(hiZ )
SZ =
(15)
E(hiZ )
i=0
And, the rejection region in independence test is:
SZ ≥ χ2α,L

(16)

C. Hash Function Collection and Test
We collect a total of 20 hash functions, consisting of 18 noncryptographic hash functions and 2 cryptographic hash functions (MD5 and SHA-1). The hash functions are shown
in Table IV. The name and source of these hash functions
mainly refer to [39]. All the hash values are 32 bits, i.e., L =
32. As the standard MD5 and SHA-1 hash values are 128 and
160 bits respectively, we convert them to 32 bits by exclusiveor the hash values every 32 bits. The significance level is set
to be α = 0.05. So the rejection region in both the randomness
test and the independence test is S ≥ χ20.05,32 = 46.194.
We use the real-world Internet traces, obtained from
CAIDA [40], to evaluate the hash functions. The trace
is extracted from an OC-192 link and lasts 60 minutes.
It contains 2G packets, 5M different destination IP addresses,
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TABLE V
R ANDOMNESS T EST OF S INGLE H ASH F UNCTION

TABLE VI
I NDEPENDENCE T EST BETWEEN D IFFERENT H ASH F UNCTIONS , THE U PPER T RIANGULAR M ATRIX C ORRESPONDING TO KEY _ LEN=4, THE L OWER
T RIANGULAR M ATRIX C ORRESPONDING TO KEY _ LEN=13

and 50M flows. Because the input key length can affect the
evaluation of hash functions, we use two kinds of keys to
evaluate these hash functions. The first kind of keys is the
4-byte destination IP address and the second kind of keys is
the 13-byte 5-tuple IP header.
Table V is the randomness test result of each single hash
function. The notation ‘+’ represents that we accept the
assumption and the notation ‘−’ represents that we reject the
assumption. We can see that most of the non-cryptographic
hash functions cannot pass through the chi-squared test, and
some hash functions, such as BKDR, FNV32 and OAAT,
perform better randomness property when the input keys are
longer. The two cryptographic hash functions present good
randomness property, just in accordance with our instinct.
Table VI is the independence test result of hash function
pairs. The notation ‘+’ and ‘−’ represent that we accept and
reject the assumption respectively. The notation ‘◦’ means
the test does not apply. It can be concluded that many
hash function pairs demonstrate some correlation relationship,
especially for two hash functions both with poor randomness
property. The correlation could result in large deviation from
desired false positive probability. It also makes the choice for
hash function combinations difficult.

the statement in [37]. Although the same good hash function
with different initial seeds mostly show good independence
property, the use of hash functions in this way still incurs the
multiplied computational cost. On the contrary, OHBF requires
only one good base hash function to implement a Bloom filter.
The fewer practical hash functions we need, the easier we can
make the right selection. Moreover, the actual false positive
ratio would also be closer to the theoretical value since the
possible correlation of hash functions is eliminated in OHBF.

D. Discussion

A. The Cost of Modulo Operation

The hash functions used by Bloom filters are not truly
random in practice. First, many hash functions cannot be
regarded as uniformly distributed. Second, many hash function
pairs have some degree of correlation. Therefore, hash function selection when implementing a Bloom filter is difficult,
especially for large k. A poor selection may lead to big
false positive deviation from the theoretical value, just as

The cost of the modulo operation cannot be ignored.
However, it only applies on the (fixed-size) output of hash
function. We test the modulo operation on our server and find
each operation needs 7.3 clock cycles on average. In contrast, the cost of hash functions is directly proportional to
the element size. For example, CRC32, MD5, SHA-1 needs
6.9, 6.8, 11.4 clock cycles per byte, respectively [10].

V. B LOOM F ILTER E VALUATIONS
We evaluate the OHBF scheme from the following three
aspects: 1) the cost of modulo operation, 2) practical false
positive ratio and 3) querying time.
We compare different Bloom filter implementations on
a commodity server with an Intel Xeon CPU E5645×2
(6 cores×2 threads, 2.4GHz) and 48GB DDR3 (1,333MHz,
ECC) memory. The server runs an OS Linux 2.6.43 kernel
(x86_64). we use the C++ Programming Language to implement the programs. The experiments use the same real-world
trace as that used in Section IV-C. We use the well-known
Sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm to get the pTable(prime number table). The pTable takes 2.6 Mbytes.
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TABLE VIII
FALSE P OSITIVE R ATIO C OMPARISON ON KEY _ LEN= 13 bytes,
k = 3, n = 1000

Fig. 4. The cost comparison between fixed-size-input modulo operation and
variable-size-input hash functions.
TABLE VII

TABLE IX
FALSE P OSITIVE R ATIO C OMPARISON ON KEY _ LEN= 4 bytes,
k = 10, n = 1000

FALSE P OSITIVE R ATIO C OMPARISON ON KEY _ LEN= 4 bytes,
k = 3, n = 1000

TABLE X
FALSE P OSITIVE R ATIO C OMPARISON ON KEY _ LEN= 13 bytes,
k = 10, n = 1000

The cost comparison between the (fixed-size-input) modulo
operation and the (variable-size-input) hash functions is shown
in Figure 4. Compared to common hash functions, one modulo
operation is fast enough. Intuitively, OHBF will have better
performance gain over SBF as the element size increases or the
number of hash functions increases. This is confirmed by our
experiments in the following subsections.
B. False Positive Evaluation
We compare three Bloom filter implementations: SBF,
LHBF, and OHBF. In the experiments, we set n = 1000. All
the hash functions are selected from Table IV, and their outputs
are 64 bits. We do not run the experiments on SBF but use
its ideal case as benchmark for comparison. LHBF employs
the extended double hashing cube scheme discussed in [32].
The two hash functions for LHBF are MD5 and SHA-1. The
base hash function for OHBF is MD5. We implement the
experiments on both destination IPs (key_len=4) and 5-tuple
flow identifiers (key_len=13).
The results are shown in Table VII to X. The ‘difference’ in
the tables means a difference ratio. For example, the ‘OHBF
theory|
.
theory’ column is calculated by |OHBF theory−SBF
SBF theory
From the four tables, we can see that both the theoretical
and practical false positive ratios of OHBF are very close
to SBF. The small instability of OHBF comes from the
high requirement of the base hash function. Since OHBF
heavily relies on the randomness of the base hash function,

the pseudo-random hash functions in practice would lead to
the jitter of false positive performance. In [32], LHBF is
claimed to have the same asymptotic false positive ratio as
SBF when m/n is constant and n → ∞. However, in practice,
the false positive ratio difference between LHBF and SBF can
be significant. Table X shows that the practical false positive
ratio of LHBF is much higher than SBF’s theoretical false
positive ratio, especially when the theoretical false positive
probability is low. The reason for its poor false positive ratio
is twofold. First, the synthetic hash functions for LHBF have
some degree of correlation (discussed in Section II). Second,
the element number usually is not very large in practice
(e.g., n = 1000 in our settings).
According to the analysis of hashing independence in
Section III-D, we know that the hash function needs at least
38, 40, 109, and 115 hash bits for experiments corresponding
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Fig. 5.
Querying time of the three Bloom filters, with n = 1000, the size m varying in each subfigure. Each point in this figure is the mean
of 1,000 experiments. We implement 1,000,000 queries in each experiment. (a) key_len = 4 bytes, k = 3. (b) key_len = 13 bytes, k = 3. (c) key_len =
4 bytes, k = 10. (d) key_len = 13 bytes, k = 10.

Fig. 6. Querying time of the three Bloom filters, with m = 16000, n = 1000, the percentage of member elements varying in each subfigure. Each point
in this figure is the mean of 1,000 experiments. We implement 1,000,000 queries in each experiment. (a) key_len = 4 bytes, k = 3. (b) key_len = 13 bytes,
k = 3. (c) key_len = 4 bytes, k = 10. (d) key_len = 13 bytes, k = 10.

to Table {VII, VIII, IX, X} respectively for OHBF. Note that
the hash outputs are all set to be 64 bits, which means that
the latter two experiments (Table {IX, X}) do not strictly
satisfy the independence requirement for OHBF. The results
in Table {IX, X} show that the practical false positive ratios
of OHBF are still very close to their theoretical value. Despite
the lack of theoretical analysis, these results tell us that OHBF
has good scalability for large k, where large number of hash
bits are needed.
C. Querying Time Evaluation
In this subsection, we evaluate the querying speed of different Bloom filter implementations. To give a fair comparison for
different Bloom filter implementations, all the hash functions
are BOB-based hash function with different seeds. In the
following discussion, a member element represents that the
element is in the programmed element set, and a non-member
element represents the opposite.
Figure 5 shows the querying time comparison when the size
of Bloom filters varies. The search elements are composed of
50% member elements and 50% non-member elements. We
can see from the four figures that OHBF takes the least time for
querying. As the key length increases, the querying time gap
between OHBF and SBF (or LHBF) increases. This is because
when the key becomes longer, more time is consumed for hash
function computation in SBF (or LHBF). As the hash function
number k increases, the querying time gap between OHBF and
LHBF increases slowly, but the querying time gap between
OHBF and SBF increases quickly. The reason is that LHBF
reduces the hash computational cost to (approximate) 2/k, and
OHBF reduces the hash computational cost to (approximate)
1/k. As the Bloom filter size m increases, the querying time

of the same Bloom filter presents a slightly decreasing trend.
This is because the non-member elements tend to terminate
the search earlier when the false positive ratio is lower.
Note that not all the hash functions are needed when
querying a non-member element. If the current querying bit is
0, we do not need to query the subsequent bits. Therefore,
the composition of the querying elements will affect the
querying time. Figure 6 shows the querying time comparison
when the composition percentage of member elements varies.
It can be concluded that the querying time of OHBF increases
slower than SBF (or LHBF) as the percentage of member
elements increases. Moreover, the longer the keys are or the
larger the hash function number is, the less querying time
OHBF spends.
VI. C ASE S TUDY
In this section, we use a representative network application
to test the actual performance of OHBF. In addition to reducing
hash computation for Bloom filters, OHBF can achieve other
benefits in practical implementations. We choose the Forward
Information Base (FIB) lookup, which is a key performance
bottleneck in backbone networks, as our case study. We will
guide how to use and configure OHBF in this application.
Song et al. [4] propose using Bloom filters (SBFs) to accelerate FIB lookups. Essentially, FIB lookup is a Longest Prefix
Matching (LPM) problem. Dharmapurikar et al. decompose
the LPM to several Exact Matchings (EMs). While each
EM can be easily accomplished by using hash table with
just 1 (> 1 if hash collision happens) off-chip memory
access per lookup, n EMs need n off-chip memory accesses.
To avoid many high-latency off-chip memory accesses, they
use low-latency on-chip SBFs to filter out unnecessary
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TABLE XI
C OLLECTED T RACES F ROM C AIDA

Fig. 7.

FIB lookup with Bloom filters.

TABLE XII
C OLLECTED FIB S F ROM ROUTEVIEWS

invalid off-chip hash probes. Although the SBFs are proposed to use hardware-based implementation, we show that a
software-based implementation with our optimization is also
viable to accelerate the FIB lookup. The on-chip SBFs with
a large number of hash functions (e.g., more than 100 hash
functions in [3]) consume too much CPU cycles. If we replace
SBF with OHBF, two times speedup can be achieved.
A. Bloom Filter-Based FIB Lookup
The proposed approach in [3] is shown in Figure 7. Before
we describe the FIB lookup process, we need to introduce
the construction process of the system. First, the prefixes (or
<prefix, next-hop> pairs) of a FIB are grouped into W sets
according to prefix length. Then, the system builds W Bloom
Filters (BFs) and W Hash Tables (HTs). Each BF is associated
with one set. All the prefixes in one set are inserted into an
associate BF. Similarly, each HT is associated with one set.
All the <prefix, next-hop> pairs in one set are inserted into an
associate HT. The input of a BF is a prefix, and the output of a
BF is 1-bit 0 (negative) or 1 (positive). The input of an HT is
a prefix. If matched, the output is a next-hop; if not, the output
is NULL. The W outputs of BFs form the inputs of Priority
Encoder, which determines the search order of HTs. Note that
BFs are stored in on-chip SRAM memory and HTs are stored
in off-chip DRAM (or SRAM) memory. The placement policy
implies that the BFs must be small enough to reside in on-die
on-chip memory.
Now we describe the FIB lookup process. After an IP
address arrives at the search engine, all the possible W prefixes
are extracted from the destination IP address. Then these
prefixes are tested in BFs. Note that each BF is used to test
the membership of a fixed-length prefix. Due to the false
positive effect of BFs, the positive output of a BF implies
that the associate HT may contain the lookup prefix with high
probability. As BFs do not have false negative, the negative
output of a BF means that the associate HT does not contain
the lookup prefix definitely. Therefore, positive output of a
BF needs (at least) one off-chip hash probe to make sure
whether the associate HT contains the lookup prefix or not. i
positive outputs of BFs need (at most) i off-chip hash probes.
Since the primary goal of the system is to minimize the
number of high-latency off-chip hash probes, we need to probe
HTs in an optimized order. The Priority Encoder tells the
Hash Table Interface the probe order of off-chip HTs. Due
to the LPM rule in FIB lookup, the probe order is from the

longest prefix length to the lowest one. For example, if {BF(8),
BF(16), BF(24)} show positive outputs, the probe order of
HTs is <24, 16, 8>. Once an HT returns a valid next-hop,
the probe process terminates. If all the possible HTs return
NULL, a default next-hop may be used (the packet will be
discarded if a default next-hop does not exist).
B. Experimental Settings and Basic Configuration
We use a software method to simulate the Bloom
filter-based FIB lookup approach. Note that, in the experiments, we emphasize the FIB lookup performance comparison
with different Bloom filter implementations (SBF, LHBF and
OHBF). The configurations of our experiments are as follows.
Platform: We implement the experiments on a commodity
server with an Intel CPU Core i7-4790 (4 cores × 2 threads,
3.6 GHz) and 16GB DDR3 (800 MHz) memory. Each core
of the CPU has independent an L1 D-Cache (32 KBytes),
an L1 I-Cache (32 KBytes), and an L2 Cache (256 KBytes).
The 4 cores share an L3 Cache (8 MBytes). In total, This
server has more than 64 Mbits on-chip cache. The cache line
size is 64-byte.
Traces: We use 8 real-world Internet traffic traces, shown
in Table XI. These traces were collected by CAIDA [40] on
backbone 10 Gbps links, with monitors located in Chicago.
Each trace lasts 60 minutes.
FIBs: We collect 8 BGP FIBs from routeviews.org [41],
as shown in Table XII. The collection time is
2016/08/01.00:00 UTC. The FIB size ranges from 600K to
650K.
System Settings: The false positive
probability of Bloom
k
filters is minimized to f = 12 , when the number of hash
functions k satisfies k = m
n ln2. That is to say, if k is not the
optimized value, we need to sacrifice more memory to lower
the false positive probability. Due to limited on-chip memory,
we always use the optimized number of hash functions to
reduce the on-chip memory requirement. In implementation,
all BFs and all HTs are implemented on one Bloom filter
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Fig. 8. Lookup speed with basic configuration. (a) Different Traces with
fib1. (b) Different FIBs with tr1.

and one hash table respectively. We extend all prefixes to
32-bit keys by filling up zero in high bits. Thus all keys
have the same length. A prefix’s length is recorded in the
corresponding hash table entry. This simplifies the system
parameter settings. n is the total prefix number, m is the total
Bloom filter bit vector size.
According to [3], the expected number of hash probes per
FIB lookup is:
 k
1
+1
(17)
Eexp = W f + 1 = W
2
In our BGP IPv4 FIBs, W = 25, as the minimum length
of prefixes in actual IPv4 FIBs is 8. We set k = 10 in our
system. Then we can get Eexp = 1.02, which is small enough
for expected off-chip hash probes.
As the previous settings, for a 650K-prefix FIB (n = 650K),
we need m = 9.4 Mbits on-chip memory (cache). The memory
cost for partition sizes C is 200 bits, which is negligible for the
overall Bloom filter’s space cost. Because the size of all the
FIBs in Table XII is smaller than 650K, our platform satisfies
the on-chip memory requirement (the platform has more than
64 Mbits cache).
C. Evaluations
1) Basic Configuration: Section VI-B describes the basic
configuration of our system. Because the commodity server
does not provide the interface to operate the on-chip memory
(cache), we need a warm-up stage for the Bloom filters. The
warm-up stage reads the Bloom filters 100 times to ensure
them stored in cache as much as possible, before we start to
measure the FIB lookup performance.
As shown in Figure 8, in the basic configuration, the OHBFbased system shows consistently better performance than the
LHBF and SBF-based systems, either using different traces
to query one FIB (Figure 8(a)) or using one trace to query
different FIBs (Figure 8(b)). In this figure, we find that
the OHBF-based system does not improve the lookup speed
manyfold, although OHBF reduces the hash computational
cost to nearly 1/k of SBF. The reason is twofold. First, it is
the off-chip hash table probes, rather than the on-chip BF tests,
that dominate the system lookup speed. Second, not all BFs
in the system are tested. The lookup process terminates when
a BF returns a positive output and the associate HT returns
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Fig. 9. Lookup speed with optimized configuration. (a) Different Traces with
fib1. (b) Different FIBs with tr1.

a valid next-hop, which results in a smaller fraction of hash
computation in Bloom filters for most lookups.
2) Optimized Configuration: In the worst case, we need to
check on-chip BFs and probe off-chip HTs 25 times with
the basic configuration. In this section, we use a technique,
called leaf-pushing [42], to optimize the worst case. In the
new scheme, only prefixes with length {8, 16, 24, 32} are
reserved. Other prefixes are pushed to the four levels according
to algorithms introduced in [42]. After leaf-pushing, we only
need 4 on-chip BFs, thus reducing the on-chip checking
overhead. Another optimization is that we can use IP address
as the hash value in OHBF. Note that IP address has 32-bit
and our OHBF only needs one hash value. Then the hash
computation in OHBF only needs several CPU div instructions
to perform. This advantage comes from the reduced hash
function requirement of OHBF.
As shown in Figure 9, in the optimized configuration,
OHBF-based system also shows consistently better performance than LHBF and SBF-based system, either using different traces to query one FIB (Figure 9(a)) or using one trace to
query different FIBs (Figure 9(b)). Compared to the basic configuration (Figure 8), the optimized configuration with three
different Bloom filter implementations all have more than two
times lookup speed improvement. The performance improvement comes from a decreased number of BF tests. We can also
find that, in the optimized configuration, OHBF-based system
has two times faster lookup speed than SBF-based system.
However, in the basic configuration, it is only (approximate)
1.6 times faster. The reason is twofold. First, it has less BF
tests on average in the optimized configuration, as the total BF
number decreases significantly. Second, OHBF uses IP address
as the only hash value, which reduces hash computational
overhead.
D. Discussion
In this section, we realize a Bloom filter-accelerated FIB
lookup system. The system employs three different Bloom
filter implementations for performance comparison. Apparently, the OHBF-based system has better lookup performance
than the LHBF and SBF-based systems. This is because the
hash computation cost is high in such systems and the OHBF
reduces it to a large extent. Note that the system needs tens
of Bloom filters, and each Bloom filter needs multiple hash
functions. In the basic configuration, 250 hash functions are
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needed for Bloom filters in total. Hash computation in Bloom
filters becomes a system performance bottleneck as shown in
our case study. The reduced hash computational cost in OHBF
results in considerable system performance improvement.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
OHBF requires only one base hash function and a set of
k consecutive prime numbers as modulo operands. The composite hash functions have the strength of the desired property
of k strong and independent hash functions, yet the overall
computational complexity is limited to the base hash function.
The Bloom filter vector is conditioned to the selected prime
numbers and each hash value addresses one of the partitions
respectively. With proved false positive performance, OHBF
is ideal for applications which need both low latency and
high throughput. Both performance evaluations and the case
study show that OHBF outperforms standard Bloom filters
and other Bloom filter variants with faster implementing speed
and practical lower false positive ratio. The proposed OHBF
is a fundamental optimization for Bloom filters and retains
its generality. Therefore, we can easily extend the OHBF
technique to other Bloom filter variants, such as Counting
Bloom Filter [12], One Memory Access Bloom Filter [26],
and Space-Code Bloom Filter [19].
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